Urban Atmospheric Boundary-Layer Structure in Complex Topography: An Empirical 3D Case Study for Stuttgart, Germany
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Investigation of the atmospheric boundary-layer structure in urban areas can be challenged by landscape complexity and the heterogenous conditions this instills. Stuttgart, Germany, is a city situated in a bowl-shaped basin and troubled by the accumulation of pollutants during weak-wind conditions. The center of Stuttgart is surrounded by steep slopes up to 250 m above the basin floor, except for an opening to the northeast that allows runoff towards the Neckar river. Urban planning and regulation of air quality require advanced monitoring and forecasting skills, which in turn require knowledge about the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), down to the surface. Three-dimensional observations of the ABL were collected in the City Centre of Stuttgart in 2017. A laser ceilometer and a concerted network of Doppler lidar systems were deployed on roof-tops, providing continuous observations of the cloud base, the mixing-layer height and the three-dimensional wind field. The impact of weak-wind conditions, the presence of shear layers, properties of convective cells and the impact of nocturnal low-levels jets were studied for representative days in winter and summer. The observations revealed the development of distinctive layers with high directional deviation from the flow aloft, reoccurring as a dominant diurnal pattern. Our findings highlight the influence of topography and surface heterogeneity on the structure of the ABL and development of flow regimes near the surface that are relevant for the transport of heat and pollutants.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding atmospheric flows and the development of the atmospheric boundary layer is important for the assessment of air quality in mountainous urbanized landscapes. In mountainous terrain, superimposed thermally and dynamically induced effects can lead to a level of organization of the flow by alignment to topographic features (Whiteman, 2000). Local orographic (mountain) wind systems can work both in an upslope and downslope direction and, in weak-wind conditions,
can either enhance or block the ventilation of polluted air from a valley (Serafin et al., 2018). Orographic wind systems can become locally dominant and reoccurring on a diurnal time scale (Klaus et al., 2003; Zardi and Whiteman, 2013). Urban areas typically are heterogenous landscapes, often unstructured, adding another level of complexity to the interactions with the atmosphere.
that are not fully understood (Barlow et al., 2014; Bou-Zeid et al., 2020).

Increased awareness of the impact of air quality on human health have pressured policy makers into regulating emissions in urbanized areas. This has led to restrictions for combustion engine vehicles in some of Europe’s major metropolitan areas. In Stuttgart, Germany, a low-emissions zone (“Umweltzone”) was initiated in 2008 to help reduce particulate matter in the atmosphere (Umweltbundesamt, 2009). Further regulation followed in 2013 and 2017 and involved limitations for certain types of combustion engine vehicles in order to achieve a reduction in fine particles and nitrous oxide concentrations at street level as prescribed by law (Stadt klimatologie, 2018b). Such measures are controversial, as they are costly to enforce and have immediate economic and social implications for citizens and businesses depending on mobility in the metropolitan area. The Stuttgart public is informed about the air quality through an alarm system (“Feinstaubalarm”), which currently depends on a network of air quality monitoring systems and weather forecast (Stadt klimatologie, 2018a). The use of observations and models in such decision-making demands detailed knowledge about the emissions, but also the mechanisms of atmospheric transport and uncertainties in observations and forecast models (Kuhlbusch et al., 2014).

In Stuttgart, synoptic flow may be modulated by regional orographic influences, including the Swabian Alps (southeast), the Black Forest region (southwest) and the Jura and Alps (south) further away, but the predominant synoptic wind direction above Stuttgart is west (Weissmann et al., 2005). More locally, the Stuttgart City Centre is situated at approximately 250 m above sea level (a.s.l.) and is surrounded by a plateau at approximately 500 m a.s.l., or 250 m elevation above the valley floor (Figure 1). An opening to the northeast of the valley allows runoff towards the Neckar river. Given the topographic situation, locally, we may expect cold-air drainage into and out of the Stuttgart City Centre basin in connection to the Neckar river and its contributory streams (Figure 1; Neckar is the river immediately north of Stuttgart and flows into the Rhine; see Supplementary Section S1 for a wider regional reference). A topography-driven drainage flow has been a key concept used for urban planning in Stuttgart for the past decades and is supported by model simulations and surface observations (Hamm, 1969; Baumüller et al., 1996; Fenn, 2005; Reuter and Kapp, 2012; Schlegel and Kossmann, 2017). Even though much is known about the flow in Stuttgart at street canyon level and synoptically, details about the lower boundary layer are scarce (Kossmann et al., 1997; Vogt et al., 1999; Bogner, 2019; Adler et al., 2020; Kiseleva et al., 2021; Wittkamp et al., 2021).

The investigation of the urban atmospheric boundary-layer structure and its temporal evolution requires frequent observations with sufficient spatial coverage. A dense spatial network of observations can help reveal patterns in the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and the interactions between the surface and the atmosphere. However, the deployment of tall tower structures and airborne sensors is restricted in the airspace above dense urban areas. Therefore, we must rely on other observational methods, including ground-based remote sensing. Doppler lidar (DL) and laser ceilometer (CL) use established optical methods for range-resolved remote sensing of wind field and atmospheric structure, respectively, from the ground up (Weitkamp, 2005). Wind speed information is determined by observing the Doppler shift of laser light scattered back by aerosols in the line of sight of the DL optics. With sufficient resolution in the temporal and spatial domain, DL systems complement traditional radio-sounding and tower-based wind profile observations (Chanin et al., 1989; Post and Cupp, 1990; Grund et al., 2001; Pearson et al., 2009; Wulfmeyer et al., 2015, 2018). Additional detail can be derived at the intercept of multiple DL beams, including the direct observation of wind vectors using two or more DL units (Mann et al., 2008; Choukulkar et al., 2012; Lane et al., 2013; Fuertes et al., 2014; Banta et al., 2015; Stawiarski et al., 2015; Pauscher et al., 2016; Choukulkar et al., 2017; Vasiljević et al., 2017). Cloud base height can be interpreted from gradients in the backscatter-intensity profile recorded by CL, from which the depth of the mixed ABL can be determined (mixing layer height, MLH; Emeis et al., 2004; Münkel, 2007). Current commercially available DL and CL instruments are sufficiently portable and rugged to be deployed on roof tops. Furthermore, ground-based optical sensors benefit from the use of tall buildings or topography, in order to achieve a sufficiently unobstructed view in densely build-up areas.

The aim of this study was to determine the temporal evolution of the vertical structure of the ABL in the City Centre of Stuttgart during weak-wind conditions, contrasting weak-wind episodes in winter and summer. Of particular interest were:

- The vertical structure of the ABL above the roof level, including layers below the MLH with a relevant role in pollutant transport;
- Identification of valley-scale circulations in relationship to topography, seasonality and synoptic flow;
- Wind field modulation related to heterogeneity in land-use and urban canopy roughness (build-up vs. open parks)

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

We combined the observations of DL and CL for the investigation of wind field and structure of the ABL above roof level. The three aims of this study required different modes of operation of the remote sensing systems. Each DL system can be operated independently to observe vertical profiles of wind direction, wind speed and vertical wind speed variance. This approach is robust and is well-suited for long-term observation. However, the DL systems can also be deployed to form a dynamic mesoscale network. Observations can be combined after alignment of the DL beams in two or three spatial dimensions and time. The advantage of such a concerted multi-DL operation is that the computation of wind vectors can be simplified. The wind vectors are determined directly, are more local and can be observed at any location within the unobstructed range of the DL systems. Moreover, this mode of operation allows for observations of the wind field much closer to the roof level. However the
concerted modes depend on the successful operation of a network of systems, which may fail if any of the individual systems is not functioning optimally.

The observations were part of a complex empirical campaign that involved other research groups and interests. The overarching campaign focus in 2017 involved experimental observation of representative periods of a few days for which weak-wind and limited cloud cover conditions were forecast by the local branch of the national weather service (DWD Stuttgart observatory "Schnarrenberg"; approximately 6 km north of Stuttgart City Centre). Those conditions were expected to severely impact air quality. A concerted DL approach was given priority during two intense observation periods (February 2017, July 2017), in order to acquire comparable results in both seasons and to accommodate shared interests with other research teams participating in the experimental campaign. The campaign and DL modes are detailed below.

### 2.1 Field Experiment

The experiment took place as part of a Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) initiative on Urban Climate Under Change [UC]², in which three-dimensional observations of atmospheric processes in cities (Module B, 3DO) were collected to support the development of a new national numeric fluid-dynamics model (Module A, MOSAIK) and decision-making models (Module C) for assessment of air quality and climate aspects in urban planning (Maronga et al., 2019; Scherer et al., 2019a; Scherer et al., 2019b).

Three "3D" scanning Doppler lidar units (model StreamLine XR, Halo Photonics Ltd., Worcester, United Kingdom) were deployed in a triangular configuration in the inner city of Stuttgart between 08 February 2017 and 08 August 2017 (Figure 1). DL observe Doppler shifts in the backscatter of (pulsed) laser beams, from which wind velocity is estimated using a Gaussian-filter aggregation into range gated intervals along the line of sight (Pearson et al., 2009). The laser beam of each DL can be programmatically directed in an approximately half-hemispheric domain, hence "3D" for its three-dimensional scanning optical remote-sensing application. For the conditions at the study site we expected the DL units to be most effective below 2 km range. Therefore, the separation between the DL units was limited to be on the order of 1 km, at rooftop locations with a maximum field of view and an unobstructed sight between the DL units (Figures 1D, 2). The azimuth angles of the DL beams were coordinated and recorded in relation to the instrument attitude. The instrument attitude, i.e., the azimuth offset to north, was determined by targeting objects within range at coordinates known from geo-referenced aerial views. In addition, each DL was equipped with a global positioning system (GPS) receiver and mobile phone network internet access for timekeeping and remote system management, respectively. For most of the observation period the DL units were configured to output computations for 18 m range gates and 1 s time integration of 15 kHz laser pulses.

A laser ceilometer instrument (CL; model CL51, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland) was deployed on a rooftop nearby and observed vertical profiles of backscatter intensity at 1 min time integration (Figure 1). Data were transferred from the DLs and CL periodically for off-site processing. Mosaic images of surface brightness temperature were composed from thermal infrared camera images (model PI-450, Optris GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and used here to evaluate spatial variability in surface thermal properties. Computations were performed using Python (Jones et al., 2001, SciPy scientific

---

**FIGURE 2** | View from the roof-top location of Doppler lidar (DL) unit “A” towards DL “B” and DL “C,” the ceilometer (CL) and hillslopes in approximately Northern and Eastern direction, shown as (A) a digital camera still image and (B) a composite of thermal infrared images.
computing tools), Matlab and R (R Development Core Team, 2018).

### 2.2 Doppler Lidar Scan Routines and Schedules

Three DL systems were deployed on rooftops and are referred to here as DL “A,” “B,” and “C” (Figures 1D, 2, 3). The DL units were operated as a network with independent and concerted modes of operation (Table 1). The scan direction was set by waypoints, a combination of azimuth (\(\alpha\)) and elevation angle (\(\beta\)), and the radial speed of the DL optics between waypoints.

The independent scan mode is the most common use of DL systems to determine vertical wind profiles above the location of the DL system. Between 14 March 2017 and 29 June 2017, DL unit “A” and “C” were configured to observe vertical wind profiles twice in the hour by applying a sine fit to so-called velocity-azimuth display retrievals (VAD; at 00’ and 30’ in the hour; \(\alpha \in [0, 360)\); \(\beta = 70^\circ\); Table 1, Scan routine 1; see, e.g., Browning and Wexler, 1968; Weitkamp, 2005) and measured vertical wind

---

**TABLE 1 | Concerted Doppler Lidar (DL) scan routines during the 2017 experimental campaign in Stuttgart City Centre.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Period of operation</th>
<th>DL units</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>(u)</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>(w)</th>
<th>(\sigma_w)</th>
<th>Scan properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 April–29 June 2017</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>Constant elevation angle (VAD; (\beta = 70^\circ)) and vertical stare ((\beta = 90^\circ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>02 February–12 March 2017, 30 June–25 July 2017</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>(•)</td>
<td>Constant azimuth angle (RHI; (\beta \in [−3, 90]^\circ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>07 July–03 August 2017</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>Constant elevation angle (PPI; (\beta = 0^\circ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>03 August–09 August 2017</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>3 min</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>(•)</td>
<td>Both RHI-type and PPI-type scans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIGURE 3 | For an example Doppler lidar (DL) scan routine are shown the polar angles in (A) azimuth and (B) elevation, which includes (C) a range-height indicator (RHI) co-axial plane scan, (D) three-dimensional vertical profile intercepts and (E) a plan-position indicator (PPI) co-axial plane scan between DL units “A,” “B” and “C.” See text for details.**
speed otherwise. During this period, DL unit “B” was removed for unscheduled repair.

Scan routine 2 was the main concerted mode of operation of the DL network. Each DL system recorded a sequence of three elevation plane scans, with two scans in an azimuthal direction towards each other and one scan in the azimuthal direction of the halfway point between the first pair of DL systems (Figure 3C; Table 1). The scan trajectories were pre-configured using waypoints starting at an elevation angle below the horizon ($\beta = -5^\circ$) to the zenith position ($\beta = 90^\circ$; idle mode) in three sections with a constant azimuth angle and an increasing angular velocity for elevation; a so-called range-height indicator scan (RHI; see Figures 3A,B, the periods with changing elevation angle with time; Figure 3C). Two DL systems were directed towards each other to form a co-axial elevation plane (Figure 3C). A third DL system was directed to scan an elevation plane above a location halfway in-between the first two DL systems. These three scans overlap in a virtual vertical profile (Figure 3D). Hence, at the intersection of three DL beams in these scans, three components of the local wind vector were determined. The concerted scan is repeated to capture the virtual vertical profiles at half the distance between the remaining sections between the DL systems (Figure 1D; scan sections indicated by "AC," "AB," and "BC").

Scan routine 3 involves a concerted horizontal plane scan at roof level and was scheduled once in the hour during the early summer period. These are so-called co-axial plan position indicator scans (PP; $\beta = 0^\circ$; Figure 3E; Table 1).

Scan routines 2 and 3 were combined into a single sequence in scan routine 4. Slight modifications were made to improve the timing of the observations, increase the number of useful observations in each scan section and add a horizontal plane scan within the same 180 s interval as scan routine 2 (Figure 3). The combination reduced the time penalty caused by measurement initialization, i.e., the DL mirror movement towards the first and from the last scan waypoint. This in turn allowed more detailed observation of the co-axial elevation planes. The azimuthal plane scan was made at the end of the sequence in scan routine 4 (PP; $\beta = 0^\circ$; Figure 3E, between approximately 145 and 180 s) of the unobstructed azimuthal sector of view between the three DL units (Figures 1D, 2, 3E).

As describe above, scan routines 2 and 4 involved a sequence of three simultaneous elevation plane scans within 180 s, in-between different DL pairs (RHI-type scans between units “A” and “C,” “A” and “B,” and “B” and “C”; Figures 1D, 3; Table 1). By combining all DL observations within the 180 s interval we could compute an additional four vertical wind profiles at the emerging intercepts, i.e., above each DL system and in the center of the DL network (Figure 1D). At these additional intersections, the timing between three DL beams may be off by up to 120 s. Hence we must assume stationarity within the 180 s intervals to allow this method. As this is unlikely for small-scale perturbations in convective conditions, we consider only larger scale (> 100 m) patterns for such results.

Please note that these additional four vertical profiles are only included in spatial presentations of the wind field (i.e., top-viewed maps of the wind field). Please also note, that in the presentation of vertical profiles against time we combine results in a composite sequence for the three main locations (Figure 1D; those vertical profiles midway between the DL systems, i.e., midway along sections “AC,” “AB,” and “BC”). These wind profiles are shown in sequence, the results are not averaged spatially.

In addition to the vertical wind profiles at the intersection of three DL beams, we computed covariant wind vectors $u_a$, $v_a$, and $w_a$ at the intersections of two DL beams. This was done for locations where two elevation plane scans aligned along the same azimuthal axis (Figure 1D, sections “AC,” “AB,” and “BC”).

### 2.3 Data Processing
#### 2.3.1 Doppler Lidar Wind Vector Computation
The representation of results in a Cartesian coordinate system $(x, y, z)$ required conversions to and from polar coordinates (azimuth, elevation, origin, distance) relative to the recorded DL attitude. First, the scan routine waypoints were computed prior to the measurements for each of the three DL systems, to allow a concerted observation along vertical profiles (Figures 1D, 3D). Second, post-measurement computations were required to derive wind vectors from the radial velocity observations at the intercepts of the DL beams. Both two- and three-dimensional wind vector components were computed for volumes in range of the DL systems, represented by a regular array of partly overlapping spheres (Stawiarski et al., 2013; Fuertes et al., 2014). Here, such an array with spatial resolution $d$ is represented by spheres with a $[d \cdot \sqrt{3}]$ diameter. Grid arrays of 20 and 100 m were computed up to a vertical depth of 3,000 m.

The wind vector velocity components at the DL beam intercepts were derived as, Eq. 1.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    u \\
    v \\
    w
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
    \cos(\beta_A) \cdot \cos(\alpha_A) \cdot \sin(\beta_A) \\
    \cos(\beta_B) \cdot \cos(\alpha_B) \cdot \sin(\beta_B) \\
    \cos(\beta_C) \cdot \sin(\alpha_C) \cdot \cos(\beta_C)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{vA} \\
    v_{vB} \\
    v_{vC}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

in which $u$, $v$, and $w$ are vector components along the three Cartesian dimensions $x$, $y$ and $z$, respectively. The radial velocity, $v_r$, denotes the wind speed along a DL beam in unit m s$^{-1}$. The elevation angle $\beta \in [-10, 90^\circ]$ and azimuth angle $\alpha \in [0, 360^\circ]$ are defined such that zenith (the vertical point overhead) is where $\beta = 90^\circ$, and azimuth is observed clockwise with $\alpha = 0^\circ$ pointing north and $\alpha = 270^\circ$ pointing west. The subscripts A, B, and C denote the three DL units (Figure 1D). DL observations with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of less than −15 dB were excluded. If the centers of more than one range gate along a beam were aligned with the same grid cell volume, the radial velocity was averaged before computing vector components. Wind direction ($\varphi$) and wind speed ($U_\varphi$) were computed for each grid cell and time interval as $[270^\circ - \arctan2 (\bar{u}, \bar{v}) \cdot 180 \cdot \pi^{-1}]$ and $[\sqrt{\bar{u}^2 + \bar{v}^2}]$, respectively. The outcomes of Eq. 1 can become sensitive to variability in $v_r$ when the DL beams are closely aligned in one or more polar axis. Therefore, observations with an angular difference of less than 30$^\circ$ were excluded.

### 2.3.2 Ceilometer Cloud Base and Mixing Layer Height Computations
The cloud base height (CBH) up to 9,000 m above ground level was determined from the CL backscatter records and computed...
by the instrument software. The mixing layer height (MLH) was determined from CL observations using a development version of the BL-View software application (Vaisala GmbH, Helsinki, Finland). The MLH computations are based on the detection of gradients in CL backscatter signal (Emeis et al., 2004; Münkel, 2007). The computations use radio sounding data from the nearest weather station for reference and validation (DWD station Schnarrenberg is located approximately 6 km north of the Stuttgart City centre). From the CBH time series we computed the number of cloudy periods, as a proxy for cloud cover and development. For the computation we define day time as the period between 06:00 UTC to 18:00 UTC for the whole year instead of using a weighing function to compensate for day length differences between winter and summer.

2.4 Validation and Model Comparison

The backscatter signals from DL and CL were compared for validation purposes (See Supplementary Section S1.1). For validation of the wind profile results, high-resolution radio sounding data from the DWD Schnarrenberg station were used (See Supplementary Section S1.2).

A comparison was made between the empirical outcomes and a recently completed model simulation that matches the area in this study (see, e.g., Bahloul et al., 2020; Zum Berge et al., 2021) and follows the approach by Talbot et al. (2012). A summary of the model configuration has been included in the supplementary material (see Supplementary Section S1.3). Here, the comparison serves as an exploratory exercise to assess the differences between the presented high-resolution empirical approach and typical, state-of-the-art model outcomes.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Vertical Structure of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer

3.1.1 Cloud Base and Mixing Layer Height

From the CL data we can derive information about the depth and upper boundary of the ABL. First, the cloud base height in winter (January to February 2017 and November to December 2017) revealed frequent presence of low clouds (fog) that persisted throughout the day (Figure 4B; see also Supplementary Figure S5). Second, the lowest detected cloud layer in late spring through
summer and early fall (May to September 2017) showed a consistent increase in height from morning hours to late afternoon (Figure 4B). The CBH typically increased upward of 1,000 m depth around noon, on some summer days between 2,000 and 3,000 m depth in the afternoon. Third, cloud cover was less continuous in summer months and showed intermittency during day time (Figures 4B,C). The intermittent presence of clouds often coincided with the occurrence of hydrometeorological events (see also Supplementary Section 1.2, precipitation identified by enhanced CL backscatter). The short-lived cloud cover and precipitation can be interpreted as convective cells advecting through the observed area. Fourth, CBH and MLH increases correlated to seasonal differences in day length. The daytime changes were typically detectable from approximately one to 2 hours after sunrise (Figures 4A,B; see also Supplementary Figure S5). Fifth, the MLH showed similar patterns as the CBH, when comparing summer and winter months. Although the MLH and the lowest detected CBH showed good agreement, additional layers were occasionally identified below the lowest cloud base height (Figures 4A, 5; Supplementary Figure S5). Sixth, the MLH could not be determined as a continuous time series as is made clear from the many gaps, particularly during the day (Figure 5).

When structure of the ABL is concerned in relationship with air quality, the development of layers below the CBH is of particular interest. The CL backscatter signal is correlated with the density and particle composition of aerosols. It is important to note that the lowest identified level of MLH and the CBH did not always coincide (Figures 4, 5; Supplementary Section S1.1). A frequently reoccurring MLH depth was identified at approximately 500 and 250 m depth, also when the lowest cloud base was substantially higher. Furthermore, occurrences with a MLH (or CBH) at the lower reoccurring depth were not equally distributed.

**FIGURE 5** | Correlation between cloud base height (CBH) and mixing layer height (MLH) above Stuttgart City Center during 2017. Dashed lines highlight the identity and MLH of 250 m. See text for details.

**FIGURE 6** | Frequency of occurrence of wind direction against time of day and altitude above sea level (z; m ASL) for the period 14 March 2017 to 29 June 2017. (A,B) show cross-sections at 400 and 1,000 m, whereas panels (D,E) show cross-sections at 400 m with time as hours since sunrise and sunset, respectively. See text for details.
throughout the year, and occur predominantly at night and in winter months (Figure 4).

A comparison of the time of occurrence of clouds with vertical motion is not included in this study. We experienced that this requires a more thorough investigation into the separation of cloud and precipitation events (See Supplementary Section 1.2).

### 3.1.2 Vertical Wind Profiles
Seasonal and diurnal patterns in the wind profile were derived from the Doppler lidar results and confirmed by nearby radio sounding data.

The wind direction above 750 m above sea level (a.s.l.), or approximately 500 m ABL depth, was dominantly west between March 2017 and June 2017 (Figure 6; see also Supplementary Section S1.1). The prominence of the western wind sector between 750 and 1,150 m a.s.l. altitude was evident for much of the day. Below 750 m a.s.l. (500 m depth) the wind profile statistics derived from both DL and RS showed more variable wind direction as well as differences between day and night (Figure 6; Supplementary Figure S2). Below that altitude range wind direction was revealed to shift to southwest at night and to northeast during the day, particularly after noon (Figure 6A).

Wind direction changes occurred around sunrise and sundown. At this latitude, the sunrise and sundown times transition several hours over the course of the season (see, e.g., Figure 4B), hence it is meaningful to take sunrise and sunset as reference for analysis over a longer periods. The alignment of the wind vector data with sunrise and sunset set as time reference revealed a pronounced wind direction shift during the diurnal morning and evening transitions (Figures 6D,E).

**FIGURE 7** For a selected weak-wind day in winter (14 February 2017), a composite of the vertical profiles in Stuttgart City Centre of (A) the wind direction and (B) the wind speed are shown together with (C–L) the mean wind field for selected locations, altitudes and periods in an area corresponding to Figure 1D. The altitudes and periods are annotated in panels (A,B) by black rectangles.
At 400 m a.s.l (150 m depth), nighttime wind direction was dominantly southwest until 1.5 h after sunrise, thereafter the wind direction shifted to a northeast to northwest sector (Figure 6D). At sundown, a west to northwest wind direction sector was prominent, transitioning to a northwest to southwest sector approximately 1.5 h after sundown (Figure 6E). A southwestern wind sector was least likely in the hours before sunrise and during the day, but does occur during the transition after sundown (Figure 6E). Please note that these wind direction patterns included all synoptic conditions, and are not limited to the weak wind case. The vertical extent of the layer with a deviation in wind direction near roof level is approximately 500 m a.s.l. (250 m depth), which is consistent with the CL results for mixing layers described above (Figure 4C).

If we take a close look at the topography immediately surrounding Stuttgart City Center, we can infer that channeling of the roof-level flow into a southwest to northeast axis could be expected (Figure 1A). However, the exact wind profile properties cannot be inferred from a map. We continue with a closer look at spatially distributed wind profiles during typical weak-wind episodes in winter and summer.

### 3.2 Valley-Scale Circulations

#### 3.2.1 Spatially Distributed Vertical Wind Profile Observations

The concerted Doppler lidar mode produced time series observation for three (and up to seven) spatially distributed vertical wind profiles. The results reveal detailed patterns above roof level for selected weak-wind days in winter and summer. Please note that we first discuss the temporal patterns in the wind profiles (Figures 7A,B, 8A,B).
For the winter case, consistent modes of flow modulation were revealed (Figures 7A,B), which we separate in a daytime and nighttime phase. Below approximately 600 m a.s.l. (350 m depth), a level that is similar in height to the surrounding topography, the wind speed is low and wind direction intermittent. Starting after sunrise, a weak-wind layer up to 600 m a.s.l. (350 m depth) developed immediately above roof level with a north to northeast wind direction, below a layer aloft with a dominant south to east wind direction and a higher magnitude wind speed. The situation changes at sundown (16:30 UTC), after which a weak south to southwest flow undercuts the north to northeast flow that developed during the day (Figures 7A,B). We can interpret the latter as shallow drainage flow from the surrounding hills, decoupled from the regional flow. Above approximately 400 m a.s.l. (150 m depth), the wind speed increases after sundown and reaches a maximum between 450 and 600 m a.s.l. (200 and 350 m depth).

In the summer case, longer days and higher solar influx lead to a more eventful daytime evolution of the ABL, also during day of predominantly weak-wind conditions (Figures 8A,B). First, an abrupt transition was found near roof level in the early morning. Similar to the selected winter day, a pattern developed in the early hours after sunrise with inflow into the City Centre from a north to northeast direction (Figure 8B). Second, the wind speed and wind direction profile develop much more intermittently during the representative summer day. Weak wind days are often part of episodes of stable synoptic conditions. Hence, we can compare the results for the selected days with other days during those weak wind episodes. We compare the days of winter for the period between 13 and 16 February 2017. A repeating pattern of the diurnal evolution of the wind profile could be recognized on these calm winter days (Figure 9). The ABL reached up to approximately 750 m a.s.l. (or 500 m depth) during the day and showed super-positioning of layers with significant differences in wind speed and wind direction as described for 14 February 2017 above (Figures 7, 9). The weak-wind winter episode ends when a storm front arrived on the evening of 16 February 2017 as highlighted by cloud cover and precipitation (Figure 9E). However, a similar diurnal pattern developed again after passing of the storm on the 18 February 2017 (not shown). On each weak wind day during this episode, a weak flow from a north to northeast direction developed at roof level from around sunrise. This layer generally increases in depth until the afternoon, and appears to develop independently of the wind direction in the layers aloft (Figure 9). Around sundown the situation changed abruptly, when flow from the southwest initially undercuts (e.g., 14 February 2017) or replaces (e.g., 15 February 2017) the layer that developed during the day (Figure 9). After sundown, the wind field near roof level showed a dominant flow from southwest to southeast direction, with intermittent excursions to other directions throughout the night (Figure 7B), including periodical
alignment with the flow aloft (e.g., Figures 3, 7 03:00 and 21:00). Nevertheless, the layer that established near roof-level during the night, as recognized by a low wind speed and directional shear, did not appear to exceed 500 m a.s.l. (250 m depth). Above this shallow nocturnal layer, between roughly 500 and 700 m a.s.l. (250 and 500 m depth), the wind speed increased to a maximum, periodically exceeding 5 m s\(^{-1}\), then decreased further aloft (Figure 9).

Representative summer episodes of weak-wind conditions confirmed similar patterns as found for the selected summer day discussed above. First, the ABL in summer developed significantly deeper under convective forcing, as shown by both DL and CL data (see Supplementary Figures S10, S11). Second, The vertical profile on weak-wind summer days showed a north to northeast wind direction near roof level after sunrise, also similar to winter, and also shifting to a north to northwest wind direction sector later in the morning (see Supplementary Figure S10; e.g., 04 July 2017, 05 July 2017 and 06 July 2017; 17 July 2017 and 18 July 2017). Last, after sunrise, the variability in wind direction, wind speed and magnitude of the vertical wind speed increased rapidly. This is in line with the CL findings that indicated a rapidly rising CBH and MLH.

3.2.2 Horizontal Wind Field

In the following section we focus on the spatial patterns within the observed volume between the Doppler lidar units, again by investigating the relationship between the flow near roof-level and further aloft. Based on the results discussed above we distinguish three altitude levels that represent a level near the roof, a level near the top of a (assumed) topography-channeled layer and a level further aloft that is assumed to represent synoptic flow, at 340, 530 and 720 m a.s.l., respectively.

The seven vertical profiles observed by the concerted modes should be expected to show a high level of correlation by their proximity within a 1 km radius. It allows us to compare both vertical and horizontal alignment of the wind profiles within the observed domain. Separating the individual vertical profiles showed spatial deviations in the wind field, both horizontally and vertically (Figures 7, 8; Supplementary Figures S6–S9, particularly panels C to L therein). Generally, patterns of convergence/divergence were revealed when comparing the wind vectors at similar altitudes, as well as patterns of directional shear between altitude ranges. However, presenting the wind profile data spatially revealed those patterns more clearly. On all weak-wind winter days, substantial directional shear (\(> 60^\circ\)) within the vertical profile is again confirmed, particularly below 500 m a.s.l. (below 250 m depth; Figures 7E–G). Interestingly, for a period with flow from north we see indication of divergence, which was most evident near roof level in the south of the observed domain (Figures 7E–G), whereas for a period of west to southwest flow at the same profile locations convergence can be found (Figures 7H–K). This again confirms a process of channeling of the flow by the surrounding topography, locally modulating the wind field in the lowest 150 m in the City Centre.

For the summer period we compared the wind field patterns on three selected days, each with a different dominant day-time synoptic wind direction above 720 m a.s.l., representing northwest, northeast and east-southeast synoptic wind directions on 04 to 05 July 2017, 17 July 2017 and 18 July 2017, respectively. On all 3 days, wind magnitude increased throughout the vertical profile after the morning transition and wind direction aligned below 720 m a.s.l. (500 m depth) between 9:00 and 12:00 (Figures 8F–H; see also Supplementary Figures S6–S8). During summer, evidence of directional shear in the vertical profiles is evident after sunset, coinciding with low wind speed at the lowest altitude levels. A particular pattern of wind direction changes between the seven profiles was indicative of a rotation (converging or deflected flow; Figures 8J–L). For instance, on 17 July 2018, the general daytime flow direction is north to northeast, however, the lowest profile height profile the location furthest north showed a consistent north to northwest direction (Figure 8). We interpret this as a clockwise rotating motion near roof-level within the topographic boundaries of Stuttgart City Centre.

The spatial correlation and alignment in wind direction was tightly related to wind speed and time of day. For example, on 18 July 2017 the wind speed up to 1,000 m a.s.l. (750 m depth) increases until after sundown with a direction from east-southeast (Supplementary Figure S8). Thereafter, the vertical and horizontal alignment appeared to collapsed between 20:00 and 21:00, as wind speed dropped below 5 m s\(^{-1}\) near 530 m a.s.l, or 280 m depth.

A model simulation for the representative winter day (14 February 2017) confirmed the predominantly south synoptic wind direction in the area, including a shift to a southwest direction at the end of the day (Figure 10). The model results also showed that topography in such weak wind scenarios induced a channeling effect on the flow in the lower 500 m of the ABL (Figure 10).

3.3 Impact of Surface Heterogeneity

We evaluate below to which extent the observed concerted Doppler lidar wind profiles, horizontal and vertical, can be correlated to differences in surface characteristics.

Please recall that a horizontal wind component (covariant, azimuthal) and vertical wind statistics were determined from elevation plane scans between pairs of DL systems (scans with constant azimuth and variable elevation angle; Figure 1D, along sections "AB," "BC" and "AC"; Table 1). For evening-transition of the selected weak-wind winter case, a multitude of apparent internal boundary layers can be found in-between the locations of the vertical profiles (Supplementary Figure S15). The horizontal wind speed profiles were consistent with spatial distance, but varied with altitude. Please note that wind magnitude along an elevation plane only equals the horizontal wind speed if the wind direction is aligned with the plane. The co-variant wind speed showed a maximum in the elevation plane between DL system “A” and “B” (along section AB), at approximately 800 m a.s.l. (550 m depth) at 17:00 on 14 February 2017 (Supplementary Figure S15A; Figure 7H). During this period there was no significant lateral difference or variability in vertical wind,
Despite the significant directional shear in the vertical profile between height levels (Supplementary Figures S15E–G). Furthermore, the apparent nocturnal alignment of the vertical profiles between the DL systems showed no indication that the heterogeneous surface properties, in the area itself or upstream, had an impact on the vertical motion. This confirmed the (directly) observed vertical wind speed profiles for the same period.

The daytime situation on the selected winter day again showed a different dynamics. The results showed spatial and temporal differences in vertical motion within the observed area (Figure 11). Short periods of updraft are assumed to be correlated to weak thermals. Such periods of updraft were most prominent in the southeast of our observation domain (DL unit “A”) and least significant in the north (DL unit “C”) (Figure 11). Vertical motion in excess of 1 m s⁻¹ was recorded above DL unit “C” in the lowest part of the vertical profile (Figure 11F). This was also confirmed at the same locations by the co-variant elevation plane results (Figure 5; Supplementary Figure S15).

In summer, thermally driven vertical motion developed during the day that was shown to be persistent above the three DL stations for minutes at the time. This was independent of the predominant wind direction (see Supplementary Figures S12–S14). Phases of updraft and, subsequently, downdraft, were present at the three DL station locations, but we could not derive a clear link from the timing and magnitude of such cells. None of the DL locations showed a bias in the mean vertical motion that would help identify the proximity of a spatially persistent thermal hot-spot.

We analyzed relationship between horizontal and vertical wind field on 06 August 2017, which was similar in wind conditions to 17 July 2017 (see Supplementary Figures S7, S9). Please recall that the horizontal wind field was determined at approximately roof-level from co-planar azimuthal scans operated in late summer (Figures 3, 12; Table 1; Supplementary Figure S9). The development of a 10 min long period of updraft near the location of DL unit “A” coincided with lower wind speed and convergent wind direction towards a nearby local horizontal wind speed minimum (Figures 12A,B). Please note that the horizontal wind speed also decreased towards location “B”, but this can also be explained by a gradient in measurement height above the roof-level (Figure 1), as DL unit “A” and “C” were deployed on
tall-tower roof tops, approximately 20 m above the regular roof height on which DL unit “B” was deployed.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Vertical Structure of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer

Conceptually, drainage flow is expected to occur from the surrounding hills (Hamm, 1969). The local topography provides boundaries from which we can formulate likely flow regimes. Conceptually, we can expect channelling effects along the major axes of the surrounding topography. The City Center is built in a debouching (widening) section of the Nesenbach valley. The Nesenbach eroded an inlet to the southwest of the City Centre and flows into the larger Neckar river to the northwest (Figures 1, 13). The surrounding ridges and plateau extent between 150 and 250 m above the City Centre valley bottom.

We interpret the nocturnal case as drainage flow competing with synoptic flow. The upper boundary of the drainage flow is
forced by the surrounding topographic ridge and plateau (Figure 13A). The major drainage direction at our study site is presented by the Nesenbach valley, roughly forming a southwest to northwest axis, with minor channel inlets from the nearby steeper slopes (Figure 13A). This includes the Fischbach located southwest of our observation domain (Figures 1, 13). The presence of a (mostly) nocturnal wind speed maximum that decreased in altitude and intensity during the night is typical for decaying low-level jets (LLJs) observed in the region (Damian et al., 2014).

Dominant during the daytime was channeling of the flow along a similar major axis. This axis is likely to be prescribed by the southwest to northwest orientation of the plateau ridge to the east of the valley and the opening to the northwest of the Stuttgart City Center (Figure 13B).

The relatively short duration of cloud cover in summer and variability in (vertical) wind speed confirms the presence of convective cells adverting through the observation area.

4.2 Valley-Scale Circulations

Situations were observed with a net downward motion over a period of minutes, which can be explained by the proximity of steep topographic gradients (e.g., Supplementary Figure S14E, flow down a steep slope) or widening of the valley (e.g., Supplementary Figure S13E, flow down a contributory stream valley).

The recording of multiple profiles would in principle allow the investigation of the motion and structure of advecting thermal cells within the domain, particularly when the wind field is recorded in up- and downstream locations. However, the updraft periods during the selected weak-wind summer days were on the order of 3–10 min. A meaningful analysis of their development would require a higher temporal and spatial resolution than provided by the concerted DL method used here. Evidence of a link between spatially distributed vertical profiles could be established using the high resolution information about the horizontal wind field at roof level.

4.3 Impact of Surface Heterogeneity

The City Centre area includes different land-use elements, itself again in contrast to the forested hills surrounding the valley (Figure 2). For instance, there is an open area with a pond in the north half of the DL observed domain and a city park with grass fields and tall trees northwest of the railway station where DL unit “C” was deployed (Figure 1D). A stream re-surfaces in this park and flows north after being channeled below-ground in the City Centre. The industrial surface properties of the railway tracks in the north and the build-up area of the City Centre, in contrast to the vegetation and open water of adjacent parks and slopes, may have an assumed impact on atmospheric transport due to their differences in surface energy fluxes and roughness. The impact of such unstructured heterogeneity on atmospheric processes was difficult to observe, or to predict, but it can play a dominant role in atmospheric transport processes (Bou-Zeid et al., 2020). In addition, recent studies in the same area showed that there are significant spatial differences in air quality, which could be related to local differences in emission strength as well as atmospheric transport (Samad et al., 2020; Samad and Vogt, 2020). However, using the described methods this could not be demonstrated by the observations.

We could determine the presence of thermal plumes, but could not link those to particular landscape features. Thermal plumes would result in convergence near the roof surface in combination with updraft motion (see, e.g., Omidvar et al., 2020). An indication of the effects of thermal plumes on both the horizontal and vertical profile could be found on 06 August 2017, which was similar in wind conditions to 17 July 2017 (see Supplementary Figures S7, S9). As our examples showed, the thermals were difficult to trace in space and time. However, we also lack an automated approach to determine their evolution and
to connect patterns found in the different wind field results across space and time.

### 4.4 Limitations of the Methods

Each DL scan routine involves trade-offs. The concerted DL scanning routines applied in this study provided limited information about turbulence statistics (Scan routines 2, 3 and 4), whereas routines for independently operated DL systems (Scan routine 1) provided reliable turbulence statistics, but lacks spatial detail and are hindered by poor signal quality in the first (lowest) range gates. As the latter corresponded to a distance of < 63 m from the instrument, or an altitude of approximately 320 m a.s.l., this coincided with layers of interest identified by the CL adn concerted DL results. In contrast, the concerted DL scanning approaches are more useful for discovery of high-resolution spatial patterns and allow observations of wind vector components down to the roof level.

At the upper boundary of the ABL, the concerted DL method did not consistently show valid wind profile results up to the lowest CBH or MLH as identified from CL observations. Hence, the interpretation of the ABL wind field and motion near the CBH, particularly in summer, was made difficult by the limited effective range of the DL at roughly 1,150 m a.s.l., or approximately 1,400 m from the DL system furthest away from the DL beam intercept (Figure 1; Supplementary Figure S10). The inclusion of poor quality DL data (SNR of ~17 to ~15 dB) and the integration of more data points (upto a interval of 100 m) could not help extend the observed vertical profile range (Figure 9; Supplementary Figure S10). Increased range gate width settings, adjusted focus range, longer laser pulse integration times and a reduction of the distance between the DL units may have improved the observable profile height to the MLH during the summer periods. A reanalysis of the high-resolution DL retrieval data with a different set of weight functions would be an option, but those high-resolution retrieval data could not be stored during this experimental campaign.

The mean vertical wind speed profiles showed some deviations that could, for example, be explained by misalignment of the DL observations. A possibility that cannot be ignored in such complex topography is that the vertical profiles (recorded at zenith angle) were not observed fully perpendicular to the streamline flow and therefore correlate to wind direction shifts. If a larger spatial domain would be investigated with a co-planar DL approach further way from the surface, this effect could perhaps be minimized (Adler et al., 2020).

Both the summer and winter ABL structure would be better explained with additional information on air temperature and moisture content. There was a vertical temperature profiling system installed in the City Centre during the campaign, but data at sufficient resolution would not be available. Moreover, the German legal framework for the use of unmanned aerial vehicles was prohibitive numerical cost.

### 5 CONCLUSION

The combination of CL and DL retrieval methods helped identify seasonal to hourly patterns in the dynamics between the complex topography and the ABL in the Stuttgart City Centre valley.

- Topographic modulation of the ABL in Stuttgart, particularly the wind field, could be confirmed;
- Modes of valley-scale circulation and ventilation could be identified in relationship to the local topography, the seasonality and the synoptic flow;
- Clear evidence of the impact of (sub)mesoscale heterogeneity in land-use and roughness on the structure of the ABL could not be found, but methodological limitations may have played a role.

Although the retrieval range was more limited than expected, particularly in summer, the deployment of concerted DL systems in line of sight and close proximity proved useful for discovery research in such a complex urban landscape. The a duplicity of stand-alone DL retrievals proved mostly redundant. The concerted retrieval methods used in this study were not convincing enough for the quantification of sub-mesoscale interactions, such as thermal plumes.

The winter case study exemplified the potential use of covariant elevation plane data to complement vertical wind profiles, but with limitations. First, the usefulness of the information about covariant wind components was mostly limited to periods of full alignment of the mean flow with the azimuthal axis of elevation plane. Second, the computed vertical wind speed information proved useful to reveal, or confirm, larger and more persistent spatial patterns in the dynamics with the surface. Third, the relatively long time interval of the observations negatively impacted the relevance of the covariant results. Consequently, the more reliable vertical motion observation is the direct retrieval of vertical wind speed at zenith angle, limited to the locations of the three DL units.

Our results confirm earlier observations and assumptions about competing flow regimes during weak wind episodes in Stuttgart. The urban atmospheric boundary layer showed re-
occurring patterns during the winter episode that included the development of a layer below a depth of 250 m, roughly coinciding with the ridge height of the adjacent topography, and developing mostly independently of the flow aloft during weak wind conditions. This included a shallow nocturnal layer of weak flow along a southwest to northeast axis (Nesenbach valley); the development of weak north to northeast flow into the City Center during daytime; and the evolution of nocturnal low-level jets aloft. In daytime during summer, the wind field near roof-top level showed tight alignment with the flow aloft. An apparent valley-scale circulation (horizontal rotation) could develop in the afternoon. Validation of the exact extent of the rotation would require continuous observations in a larger area and volume. Continuous, high-resolution wind field observations revealed a dominant diurnal pattern of flow in an out of Stuttgart’s City Centre that was tightly coupled to sunrise and sundown.

All these findings should be of importance for air quality forecasting, model development and urban planning.
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